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Dated: LO/O8/2OL5

Dear Principals,

I would like to refer this office letter No. F. 32-1114-KVS(BPL)/Sports dated 09/08/2OISvide
which the schedule ol'Regional Sports events stands little reshuffled. It was a real necessity because
train reservations to 8b fro various KVS National Sports venues needed the lists of names of students
hnally selected; and rnLost of the trains were left vrith limited number of vacancies available. In order to
ensure that our childr,en comfortably travel to & fro, it was an unavoidable circumstance to bring about
this little reshuffle. I hope you will appreciate it.

I have been vrorking alongside you for the last over a year; and I have experienced you all
employ vastly performing abilities, always focusing on goal and performing disregarding the time
constraints. You never hesitate to take up the responsibility of this kind when time available is limited. I
know you can achieve anything you set your mind to, which you have proved on various occasions in
the past.

I suggest you to take up the assignment as a challenge, arrange for the needful facilities,
playing kit and travel arrangements to & fro Regional venues. You may immediately liaise with the
venue principals fixed for the Regional Meets and arrange for the participation of youi children as per
rules.

The event derrrands little more of your work, which of course would provide you with a better
sense of meaning and identity. I want you to be recognized as outstanaing managers and given
meaningful prestige for that expression.

I'll reward you suitably for the accomplishment of this job - free of any kind of hodge-podge.
Please acknowledge immediately promising the event shall go on in the excellent way, with no
mismanagement at all at any level.

With regards,
Yours sincerely,

The Principal
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